
A fresh way to enjoy great
tasting, filtered water

WATERCOOLERS

SlimCool“

 Home Filtered Watercooler



We ve been using an Ebac SlimCool Filter since last summer and we soon found that the whole

family was drinking chilled water rather than fizzy drinks. We ve saved money, not to mention

space as our fridge is no longer full of water bottles.

The Clayton family from Crawley

SlimCool“
 
Home Filter

The SlimCool“ Home Filtered Watercooler provides you and
your family with a constant supply of chilled, filter fresh water
at the touch of a button.

SlimCool“ is the first free-standing watercooler designed specifically
for the home or a small office, with a range of advanced features
and health benefits that make Slimcool“ the must-have appliance.

The easy and convenient way to drink more water

Why do I need a SlimCool“ Home Filter?

We all need to drink more water, especially children. SlimCool“
lets you filter normal tap water and chill it at the same time,
giving you litres of great tasting cold water anytime you want.

In addition to offering a constant supply of chilled water for
a fraction of the cost of bottled water, the SlimCool“ Filter
will encourage you and your family to drink more water, which
will help to maintain healthy bodies and active minds.

How does the SlimCool“ Filter work?

Simply fill SlimCool s extra large water tank with tap water, which then
passes through a Brita MAXTRA“ cartridge filter to remove chlorine,
limescale and other impurities.

The water is then stored in Ebac s ultra hygienic WaterTrail“ system,
at the heart of the cooler, where it is chilled using similar cooling
technology to that of a fridge. One finger is then all it takes to activate
the dispense lever and enjoy a glass of cool, clean and clear water.

Key Benefits

Maintain a Healthy Lifestyle for Less — Drinking plenty of water is a great way of helping your family stay fit and healthy. It
is essential for our wellbeing that we drink the recommended 8 glasses of water each day - SlimCool“ is the most convenient and
economical way to ensure a constant supply of chilled, great-tasting water, saving money and time by eliminating costly bottled
water purchases.

Save Fridge Space — SlimCool“ eliminates the need for bulky bottles of water in the fridge & frees up space for milk, juice or your
favourite tipple.

Slim but Stable — with a footprint of just 30cm and a body diameter of 20cm, the SlimCool fits easily into the kitchen or any other
room you choose. The base is weighted to ensure maximum stability.

Brita Filter Technology — To ensure the best possible performance Ebac has teamed up with BRITA, the water filtration experts. The
SlimCool“ uses BRITA s best performing MAXTRA“ cartridge filter. MAXTRA“ is the forefront of filtration technology, delivering 20%
improved limescale reduction with a 4 step filtration process. The result is great tasting, clean and clear water that you will love.

Hygiene Made Easy — SlimCool“ is equipped with Ebac s patented WaterTrail“ technology to offer maximum hygiene. Instead
of using timely sanitisation methods such as chemicals, the WaterTrail“ (and all parts that come into contact with drinking water),
are simply replaced every 6 months. The water tank can simply be washed in warm soapy water or even in a dishwasher.
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Electronic Day Counter
A visual display helps to ensure optimum filtration by counting down the days until the next Brita Maxtra

filter needs to be changed.

Large Water Tank
A total capacity of 7 litres is much greater than any filter jug so you are likely to only fill your SlimCool“

once a day. Because 2.2 litres of water is refrigerated inside the cooler, as long as you keep the top tank

re-filled, you will always have a constant supply of chilled water.

Dispense Levers
One finger is all is takes to dispense a cool refreshing glass of water. There are two levers — one for chilled

and one for ambient water, or press both together for a perfect mix.

Dispense Nozzle
For peace of mind and maximum hygiene, the SlimCool“ Filter s dispense nozzle is covered with a

protective layer to prevent fingers touching the actual dispense point of drinking water.

Adjustable Cup Station
Securely holds your cup or glass at the ideal height allowing one finger operation of the dispense lever.

The cup station can be adjusted to accommodate larger containers like jugs for sports bottles.

Retractable Cable
No unruly, messy wires that could cause accidents. Excess cable is stored neatly inside the base.

Slim & Stylish
With its stylish design, a choice of modern colours and a compact diameter of just 20cm, the SlimCool“

Home Filtered Watercooler will look great in the kitchen or any other room you choose.

Product Colours:
The SlimCool“ Home Filtered Watercooler is available in a range of 4 contemporary colours

to compliment any room setting. A choice of removable side panels are available in Silver, Beech,

Charcoal and Cream decors to complement either a cream or charcoal chassis.

Cream Body with
Cream Side Panels

Cream Body with
Beech Side Panels

Charcoal Body with
Silver Side Panels

Charcoal Body with
Charcoal Side Panels


